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The Qualification 

Overall Objective for the Qualifications 

 

L3 Award in Ship Crane Operating 

 

This qualification will enable its learners to be competent in operating a Ships Crane whilst 

applying appropriate Health and Safety regulations in loading heavy goods on and off ships, 

operating whilst laden and unladen and provides training on how to control the cranes 

motion in prevailing conditions.   

 

Pre-entry Requirements 

 

Learners must have completed their Royal Logistic Corp, Port Operators Class 3 course.  

 
Unit Content and Rules of Combination 
 

This qualification is made up of a total of 3 mandatory units. To be awarded this qualification 

the candidate must achieve a total of 4 credits as shown in the table below. 

 

Mandatory Units 

 

Unit 

Reference 

Number 

Unit Title GLH TQT RQF 

Level 

Credit 

Value 

F/617/1764 
Health and Safety, Hazards and 

Capabilities of a Ships Crane  8 10 3 1 

L/617/1766 
 

 
Mandatory Checks of a Ships Crane 

7 10 3 1 

R/617/1767 
 

 
Operation of a Ships Crane 

15 20 3 2 

Totals 30 40 3 4 

 
Age Restriction 
 
This qualification is available to learners aged 18 years and over. 
 
Opportunities for Progression 
 
This qualification will qualify learners of the MOD to meet their requirements in gaining their 

1 of 3 specialists qualifications before progressing on to their Royal Logistics Corp, Port 

Operators Class 2 course.  

 

Exemption 



 
No exemptions have been identified for this qualification. 
 
Credit Transfer 
 
Credits from similar regulated units which have already been achieved by the learner may be 

transferred.    

 

 



Qualification Units 
 

Unit Number F/617/1764 

Title Health and Safety, Hazards and Capabilities of a Ships 

Crane  

Level 3 

Credit Value 1 

Guided Learning Hours  8 

Total Qualification Time 10 

Learning Outcomes  

The learner will: 

Assessment Criteria 

The learner can: 

1. Apply Health and Safety 

(H&S) rules and 

regulations of operating 

a ships crane  

 

1.1 Explain the current Health and Safety regulations 

of a ships crane 

1.2 Demonstrate safe practice in accordance with 

policy whilst operating a ships crane  

2. Understand the risks and 

hazards when operating 

a ships crane  

2.1 Explain the risks and hazards of operating a ships 

crane 

2.2 Describe the risks that affect the crane stability 

2.3 State the hazards of improper loading and the 

effects on crane stability 

2.4 State the Radiation Hazard policy  

2.5 Explain the radiation hazards procedures required 

of a ships crane  

 

3. Understand the 

capabilities of a ships 

crane  

3.1 Explain the specifications of a ships crane 

3.2 State the loading capabilities of a ships crane 

4. Follow a safety lifting 

plan    

4.1 Explain the ships standing operating procedures 

(SOP)  

4.2 Comply with Health & Safety regulations when 

operating a ships crane  

4.3 Demonstrate using a ships crane safely when 

conducting a lifting plan  

Additional information about this unit  

Unit aim (s) This unit provides the learners with the knowledge of 

Health and Safety guidelines and laws required when 



operating a ships crane.  The learner will be able to 

competently operate a ships crane in line with all relevant 

health and safety laws and will be aware of all implications 

regarding crane stability and radiation hazards.  

Details of the relationship of the 

unit and relevant National 

Occupational Standards 

This unit relates to some of the following NOS: 

 URN-GSKUKW05- Ensure H&S and deal with 

incidents, accidents and emergencies in your work 

environment in the UK waterways industry 

 COGTRM16-Identify and quantify radiation hazards 

in the work place 

 COGOC2 - Contribute to health, safety and 

environment and safety systems in off shore crane 

operations 

 COGOC1 - Monitor and maintain health, 

environment and safety systems in offshore crane 

operations 

Unit expiry date 31/08/2023 

Name of the organisation 

submitting the unit 

Defence Awarding Organisation 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Unit Number L/617/1766 

Title Mandatory Checks of a Ships Crane  

Level 3 

Credit Value 1 

Guided Learning Hours  7 

Total Qualification Time 10 

Learning Outcomes  

The learner will: 

Assessment Criteria 

The learner can: 

1. Understand a ships 

crane component parts  

1.1 Explain the components of a ships crane 

1.2 Show where a ships crane components parts are 

located 

2. Complete mandatory 

checks on a ships crane  

2.1 Explain the mandatory before use checks of a 

ships crane 

2.2 Demonstrate the mandatory before use checks 

required of a ships crane 

2.3 Explain the mandatory after use checks of a ships 

crane 

2.4 Demonstrate the mandatory after use checks 

required of a ships crane 

3. Apply weekly 

functionality checks on a 

ships crane  

3.1 Explain the weekly checks required on a ships 

crane 

3.2 Complete the weekly checks required on a ships 

crane 

4. Complete a ships crane 

operator check sheet  

4.1 Explain why an operator check sheet needs to be 

completed before usage of crane 

4.2 Complete operator’s check sheet 

Additional information about this unit  

Unit aim (s) This unit is to provide the learners with the understanding 

of how to perform mandatory equipment checks before 

and after usage of a ships crane.  This unit also provides 

learners with the knowledge of how to complete relevant 

documentation for equipment safety and operational 

checks. 

Details of the relationship of the 

unit and relevant National 

Occupational Standards 

This unit relates to some of the following NOS: 

 PSSPO102 - Move loads using lifting and handling 

equipment 



 PSSPO101 - Undertake cargo handling operation 

Unit expiry date 31/08/2023 

Name of the organisation 

submitting the unit 

Defence Awarding Organisation 

 

 

 

  



Unit Number R/617/1767 

Title Operation of a Ships Crane 

Level 3 

Credit Value 2 

Guided Learning Hours  15 

Total Qualification Time 20 

Learning Outcomes  

The learner will: 

Assessment Criteria 

The learner can: 

1. Understand a ships 

crane controls and crane 

signaller’s hand 

commands 

1.1 State where cranes operational controls are 

situated 

1.2 State the cranes operational controls purpose 

1.3 Explain the purpose of crane signallers hand 

commands  

1.4 Apply crane controls and follow crane signaller’s 

commands 

2. Prepare a ships crane 

for operation 

2.1 Explain the procedure for break-out and pack away 

2.2 Demonstrate break-out and pack away procedures 

2.3 Explain the purpose of functional operating checks 

2.4 Demonstrate completing functional operating 

checks 

3. Operate a ships crane 

whilst unladen 

3.1 Explain how to operate a crane whilst unladen 

3.2 Demonstrate crane operation motions whilst the 

ships crane is unladen 

3.3 Demonstrate height and distance estimation whilst 

ships crane is unladen 

3.4 Apply relevant Health and Safety procedures whilst 

operating a ships crane unladen 

4. Operate a ships crane 

whilst laden 

4.1 Explain how to operate a crane whilst laden 

4.2 Demonstrate crane operation motions whilst the 

ships crane is laden 

4.3 Demonstrate height and distance estimation whilst 

the ships crane is laden 

4.4 Apply relevant Health and Safety procedures whilst 

operating a ships crane laden 

5. Be able to control a 

ships crane with a load 

in swinging motion 

5.1 Explain a ships crane swinging motions 

5.2 Demonstrate control of a ships crane with a load 

whilst swinging side to side 

5.3 Demonstrate control of a ships crane with a load 



swinging in and out 

5.4 Demonstrate control of a ships crane with a load 

whilst in oscillating motion 

Additional information about this unit  

Unit aim (s) This unit provides the learners with the understanding of 

how to operate crane controls, understand the crane 

signaller commands, undertake break out and pack away 

procedures, operate cranes with and without loads, 

practice motions laden and unladen, judge height, distance 

and control of swinging loads.  

Details of the relationship of the 

unit and relevant National 

Occupational Standards 

This unit relates to some of the following NOS: 

 SKSG12 - Track and swing the crane arm 

 SEMME3201 - Installing rigging and lifting 

equipment 

 COGOC1 - Monitor and maintain health, 

environment and safety systems in offshore crane 

operations 

 PSSPO102 - Move loads using lifting and handling 

equipment 

 PSSPO101 - Undertake cargo handling operation 

Unit expiry date 31/08/2023 

Name of the organisation 

submitting the unit 

Defence Awarding Organisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 


